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L E T T E R TO TH E ED I TOR

Natural infections of SARS‐CoV‐2 increased in animals: How
should humans interact with animals?

To the editor,

The Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS‐CoV),

along with the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS‐

CoV), and the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS‐CoV‐2), are three emerging coronaviruses with significant

public health implications in the 21st century. SARS‐CoV‐2, in

particular, has caused an unprecedented global pandemic, spreading

to over 200 countries. As of the manuscript submission date, more

than 450 million people were infected with SARS‐CoV‐2, with nearly

6 million of those infected dying (The data from World Health

Organization).

The origin (bat, snake, and pangolin) of SARS‐CoV‐2 has been

debated since its first discovery in humans.1‐4 Although probable bat‐

origin SARS‐CoV and human‐origin SARS‐CoV‐2 had 96% nucleotide

similarity, they were not the same virus. More and more human‐to‐

animal transmissions of SARS‐CoV‐2 have been reported in several

countries over time.5

This study performed a meta‐analysis about natural infections of

SARS‐CoV‐2 in animals. In detail, PubMed, a widely concerned

database, was used. The systematic search was performed using a

group of (medical subject headings, MeSH) terms and text words,

such as (Covid OR SARS‐CoV‐2) AND (animal OR pet OR animal

infection OR cat OR dog OR ferret OR tiger OR lion OR deer OR

other animals). From January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2021, 9967

papers were searched. Finally, 105 papers about SARS‐CoV‐2 natural

infection in animals were collected and used for analysis. With every

half year as a calculation cycle, the number of published papers in

PubMed gradually increased (Figure 1A). Serological, molecular, and

double evidence were linked to 32, 26, and 47 papers, respectively.

The cat (39/105 papers) was the most common natural infection host

among infected animals. Cats and dogs were still the main natural

infection hosts in 26 multispecies studies (Figure 1B). These findings

suggested that cats and dogs may be particularly vulnerable to SARS‐

CoV‐2 infection.5,6 Most papers came from American and European

countries (Figure 2), consistent with the current coronavirus disease

2019 (COVID‐19) epidemic.

Almost all animal infections in these natural SARS‐CoV‐2

infection studies were caused by infected humans. It is worth

noting that transmission from animal to animal or animal to

human occasionally occurred.7 In reality, humans and animals

share the same environment and could potentially infect each

other. As a result, a critical question about human–animal

interactions must be addressed. Our recommendation was as

follows:

Companion animals (particularly cats and dogs) had the most

human contact and the highest prevalence of SARS‐CoV‐2. First, pet

owners should practice good biosecurity and family self‐protection,

including limiting going out, limiting close contact with pets, wearing

masks, receiving necessary vaccinations, and conducting regular

surveillance, all of which can help reduce potential human‐to‐animal

transmission.8 Second, to avoid potential animal‐to‐animal transmis-

sion, pets should avoid going out and having close contact with stray

animals. Furthermore, pet owners should regularly disinfect their

shared living environment to avoid viral transmission in the

contaminated environment.

Zoo animals (such as tigers and lions) were typically raised in

enclosed areas in zoos. To reduce or prevent their infection, we need

to do two things. Aminal keepers or veterinarians should first

strengthen viral surveillance to avoid potential human‐to‐animal

transmission. In addition, stray animals, particularly those with

climbing abilities (cats, squirrels, and rodents), should be ejected

from zoos to prevent possible animal‐to‐animal transmission.

Most farm animals, such as pigs, chickens, and cattle, were

resistant to SARS‐CoV‐2, but fur animals (such as minks and ferrets)

were highly susceptible.8‐10 Due to the infection of keepers, many

mink farms in Denmark tested positive for SARS‐CoV‐2, and there

was even human‐to‐human transmission. To reduce human‐to‐animal

and/or animal‐to‐animal transmission, keepers, veterinarians, and

stray animals should be well‐managed on farms.

Wild animals (like deer) and stray animals (like dogs and rodents)

can roam freely. However, in the United States, wild white‐tailed

deer had a high seroconversion rate, implying that the wild deer had

been exposed to SARS‐CoV‐2.11 Field investigators (such as

researchers, hunters, and tourists) and wild animals should be better

monitored to prevent SARS‐CoV‐2 from spreading. In addition,

necessary viral contamination indicators (such as mussels) must be

established in the wild environment.12

A laboratory animal is a type of animal used in scientific research.

Many lab animals, such as transgenic rodents, and ferrets, were

susceptible to SARS‐CoV‐2, making them good animal models.

Although there have been few reports of SARS‐CoV‐2 spreading

from lab animals to humans, researchers should follow the

biosecurity protocol and take appropriate biosafety precautions,

such as wearing protective clothing and masks.
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In conclusion, SARS‐CoV‐2 is found widely in humans, animals,

and the environment. Humans are the most important factor in

SARS‐CoV‐2 control. We can discover a transmission route, control

the infection, and develop vaccines and antiviral drugs. However, in

addition to ongoing trade and migration in different countries and

regions, the viral mutation increases, contributing to the spread of

SARS‐CoV‐2. Perhaps, we will continue to fight SARS‐CoV‐2 in the

coming years.
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F IGURE 1 SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in animals by paper numbers,
sorted by published time and animal species. (A) Paper numbers of
SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in animals by publication date; (B) Paper
numbers of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in animals by animal species.
SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

F IGURE 2 SARS‐CoV‐2 infection in animals by paper numbers,
by country of collection. SARS‐CoV‐2, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2
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